SYNOPSIS

The screen's NEW and GREATEST comedy team in

"WHAT A CARRY ON"

Presented by
MANCUNIAN FILM CORPORATION LTD
3. PARSONAGE MANCHESTER

Directed by JOHN E. BLAKELEY
Reg. No. BR/E 13020 "U" Certificate

Length 8,400 ft.
THE STORY

Jimmy Jervis and Ben Watts (Jimmy Jewel and Ben Warriss), the despair of their Works Foreman and Directors, encouraged by a letter from Ben's sister Joan (Terry Randal), a Corporal in the W.R.A.C. attached to the Northshire Fusiliers, decide to join the Army.

A lively scene ensues in the Recruiting Office, with our nit-wits driving the Recruiting Sergeant (Langley Howard) to distraction before he finally signs them up and posts them to the Northshire Fusiliers.

Arriving at the Camp with other new recruits Jimmy and Ben soon fall foul of burly and aggressive Sergeant Major Locke (Josef Locke), who puts them through their paces in traditional manner, and humour abounds in scenes with our heroes on drill parade, on fatigues and on guard.

A romance develops between Joan and the Adjutant, Captain Derek Whitfield (Tony Pendrell), and their engagement is announced at a week-end party at Derek's home, where Jimmy and Ben indulge in comedy love scenes with the maid (Kitty Blewitt) and W.R.A.C. Sergeant Daisy Bell (Eve Eacott), and the guests are entertained by the glorious voice of Sergeant Major Locke singing "Le Reve Passe".

Back at Camp we find Orderly Room Sergeant Kirk (Antony Oakley) is in serious trouble, gambling debts, misappropriation of Mess Funds, and debts to local tradesman Jameson (Ben Williams) having him at his wits end. In order to keep his creditors at bay he
decides to rob the Adjutant's safe, where a large sum of P.R.I. money is kept, and he succeeds one night with the aid of a duplicate safe key, while the troops are at a Concert in the Garrison Theatre, where the principal entertainers are Sergeant Major Locke, who sings Gounod's "Ave Maria" and "Abide With Me", and Jimmy and Ben, who render a screamingly funny version of "Sabre Dance".

When the theft is discovered, Kirk's girl friend, Private Pat Kennedy (Shirley Quentin) plants the duplicate key in Joan's kit, and on this being discovered Joan is arrested and Court Martialled.

Meanwhile, Jimmy and Ben are detailed for escort duty to bring back a deserter from a Police Station in a nearby town. Their prisoner proves an awkward handful, and in an uproarious rough and tumble scene in the Police Station our comedy pair manage to knock him out—but not before the Station is almost wrecked. Clearing up the mess Jimmy picks up a photograph of a man wanted for wife desertion and recognise him as Sergeant Kirk, whom the Police know as Joseph Burrows.

This leads to the Police arresting Kirk in the Camp, and when they prove their charge to the incredulous Pat, she interrupts the Court Martial proceedings at a vital stage and with a dramatic confession completely clears Joan of the charges.

For their astuteness in recognising the photograph of Kirk, Jimmy and Ben are recommended for promotion, and the two blockheads jump to the conclusion that they will be commissioned and promptly rig themselves out in Captain's uniforms, and are about to borrow the C.O.'s car when they are caught once again by Sergeant Major Locke, who chases them for their lives.

What a Carry On, indeed!
PUBLICITY

STILLS (Black or White) .... 4/-
SLIDES (Coloured) .... 2/6
POSTERS (Coloured) 40" x 30" .... 3/6
BLOCKS Any size to order, providing three weeks notice is given prior to show date.... 5/-

Musical Numbers:

"Le Reve Passe" .... JOSEF LOCKE
"Sabre Dance" .... JEWEL & WARRISS
"Ave Maria" .... JOSEF LOCKE
"Abide With Me" .... JOSEF LOCKE

Speciality Army Numbers...JOSEF LOCKE, EVE EACOTT, JIMMY JEWEL, BEN WARRISS

THE MANCUNIAN LADIES ORCHESTRA
conducted by Mr. FRED HARRIES
CAST IN
WHAT A CARRY ON

JIMMY JEWEL BENVARRISS JOSEF LOCKE

TONY PENDRELL
TERRY RANDAL
SHIRLEY QUENTIN
ANTONY OAKLEY
EDWARD SINCLAIR
EVE EACOTT
KITTY BLEWITT
BEN WILLIAMS
LANGLEY HOWARD
IAN FLEMING
DENNIS VAL NORTON
STANLEY VAN BERG
PATRICK BARING
GEORGE HAMILTON

BOBBIE KERRIGAN · MARY JONES · IRENE ARNOLD · PAT FIELD
· ALL WELLKNOWN LONDON FILM STARS ·
This FILM WHAT A CARRY ON has been recorded on the very LATEST SOUND SYSTEM.

G·B KALEE

Which has now been installed in our studios. First class sound and camera technicians and others have co-operated in producing a super quality production.

"What a Carry On" is a winner.
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